Poetic Allusion in Plato’s Timaeus and Phaedrus
by E.E. PENDER, Leeds
Plato’s deft and playful artistry in composing allusions can be seen in two very
different dialogues, Timaeus and Phaedrus. In these works Plato alludes to poetry and signals his use of allusion: to Hesiod in Timaeus and to Sappho and
Anacreon in Phaedrus. Stephen Hinds begins Allusion and Intertext by quoting
Christopher Ricks’ perceptive insight on allusion: ‘it is characteristic of art to
find energy and delight in an enacting of that which it is saying’.1 Hinds’ important account of Roman poetry demonstrates how: ‘alluding poets exert
themselves to draw attention to the fact that they are alluding, and to reflect
upon the nature of their allusive activity.’2 Plato’s art shares this ‘energy and
delight’ as it offers teasing disclosure of its allusive activities. In Timaeus the
epic poetry of Hesiod’s Theogony becomes the model that Plato emulates in his
own account of the creation of the universe. In Phaedrus the lyric poetry of
Sappho and Anacreon provides important starting points for Plato’s exploration of madness and self-control in the soul of the lover. The texts point to this
creative engagement with poetry by presenting two pertinent images for allusion: in Timaeus poetic tradition is imaged as genealogy, while in Phaedrus poetic influence is imaged as flowing streams.3 In each case the image for allusive
activity, positioned in the early parts of the dialogue, not only reflects the
content of the poetic genres referenced but also gives notice of material to follow in the main body of the work. In the prologue of Timaeus the transmission
of stories about origins is directly linked with family history and genealogy
(21a-d). The emphasis on lineage recalls the content of Hesiod’s genealogy of
the gods and anticipates the family line that will for Plato generate the birth of
the universe. Similarly, in Phaedrus the streams of poetic influence early in the
dialogue (235c) recall the flowing waters of eroticized meadows in lyric and
anticipate the ‘stream of beauty’ that will in the later myth flow into the lover’s
soul. In this way Plato’s echoes of his poetic predecessors become thematic
within his own compositions.
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Hinds (1998) 1 and Ricks (1976) 209.
Hinds (1998) 1.
While a number of other poets and writers are named and referenced in these dialogues,
the respective namings of Hesiod, Sappho and Anacreon are particularly entwined with
the chosen images for allusions. While studies of the allusions in Phaedrus to other poets
(particularly Pindar) would prove fertile and would further understanding of Plato’s
techniques, the three selected poets provide ample evidence to support the case here.
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The significance of the poetic allusions is further highlighted as dramatic context indicates that the dialogues are performing their particular allusions. First,
the specific occasion of Children’s Day at the festival of the Apaturia is used as
the setting for one of the introductory conversations of Timaeus. This enactment of family tradition signals how Plato’s story of the birth of the universe is
claiming its own place in a family line of creation myths going back to Hesiod.
Second, in Phaedrus the story of love is receiving its own streams of poetic influence from Sappho and Anacreon, a process dramatized by the flow of the
Ilissus. The careful choice of dramatic setting means that Plato’s allusions to
poetry are both verbal and situational.4 Commenting on the Aeneid Hinds
speaks of how ‘the landscape of ancient Italy serves to metaphorize a literary
encounter’ between Virgil and Ennius.5 The same technique can be seen in
Plato, where the occasion of a festival and a landscape ‘serve to metaphorize’
similar encounters between Plato and the epic and lyric traditions.
A final aspect of the allusions concerns their self-reflexive function. Since the
images of procreation and streams are themselves familiar expressions for the
creative process, each with strong connotations of vitality, they work to draw
attention to both the author’s inheritance of literary tradition and his originality in departing from it. These complex and subtle interlacings of allusion and
content have not yet been explored. Overall, the technique that emerges provides a commentary on the author’s own creativity and establishes an intriguing intertextuality with epic and lyric, posing a challenge to the wellestablished view of the philosopher as hostile to poetry.6
Part 1: Genealogies and Creation Myths
Family Stories in the Prologue of Timaeus
The extended prologue of the Timaeus is dominated by a concern with the past,
with telling stories about the past and with genealogies. Critias summarises a
tale he heard as a boy from his grandfather (21a). The grandfather, also named
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The terminology is from Hinds (1998) 136.
Hinds (1998, 13) on Aeneid 6.179-82.
This paper has developed out of my two, more detailed, studies of the significance of the
poetic motifs used in the narratives of these dialogues: first, ‘Chaos corrected: the creation
myths of Plato and Hesiod’; and second, ‘Sappho and Anacreon in Plato’s Phaedrus’. I am
grateful for comments and suggestions arising from discussion of earlier versions of these
papers in research seminars at the Universities of Durham, Lampeter, Birmingham, Bolton, Liverpool and the Institute of Classical Studies, University of London.
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Critias, had heard it from his own father, Dropides, to whom it was told by
Solon, his ‘relative and close friend’ (Timaeus 20e1-4):
[SÒlvn] Σn m¢n oÔn ofike›ow ka‹ sfÒdra f¤low ≤m›n Drvp¤dou toË propãppou, …
prÚw d¢ Krit¤an tÚn ≤m°teron pãppon e‰pen, …w épemnhmÒneuen aÔ prÚw ≤mçw ı
g°rvn.7

With the aged grandfather and great-grandfather Plato stresses that Critias is
the third generation of his family to hear Solon’s tale. Further, the tale itself
tells how even earlier Greeks who told their most ancient stories (22a5, tå
érxaiÒtata) were not aware of a pre-history dating back still further. Critias
reports that Solon had travelled to the Egyptian city of Sais and conversed
with the priests, the guardians of knowledge of the ancient past (21e-22a). Critias tells how the Egyptians made Solon aware of the relative youth of Greece
(22a4-b8):
Once, wishing to lead them on to talk about ancient times (per‹ t«n érxa¤vn),
he [Solon] set about telling them the most venerable of our legends (t å
érxaiÒtata), about Phoroneus the reputed first man and Niobe, and the story
(muyologe›n) of how Deucalion and Pyrrha survived the deluge. He traced the
pedigree of their descendants (ka‹ toÁw §j aÈt«n genealoge›n), and tried, by
reckoning the generations, to compute how many years had passed since
those events.
“Ah, Solon, Solon,” said one of the priests, a very old man (eÔ mãla palaiÒn),
“you Greeks are always children (ée‹ pa›d°w); in Greece there is no such thing
as an old man (g°rvn). . . . You are all young in your minds,” said the priest,
“which hold no store of old belief based on long tradition (di' érxa¤an ékoØn),
no knowledge hoary with age (mãyhma xrÒnƒ poliÚn).” (tr. Cornford)

Attention is thus focused on the transmission of ancient stories through generations. Alongside explicit mentions of traditional genealogies (22b2, genealoge›n; 23b4, genealoghy°nta), the theme of family lines is also highlighted by
the specific dramatic context of the telling of the Solon story. For Critias heard
it from his grandfather as they were celebrating the festival of Apaturia. Even
more particularly, the very day of the festival is named – ‘Children’s Day’
(21a7-b4):
KR. 'Eg∆ frãsv, palaiÚn ékhko∆w lÒgon oÈ n°ou éndrÒw. Σn m¢n går dØ tÒte Krit¤aw,
…w ¶fh, sxedÚn §ggÁw ≥dh t«n §nenÆkonta §t«n, §g∆ d° p˙ mãlista dek°thw: ≤ d¢
Koure«tiw ≤m›n oÔsa §tÊgxanen 'Apatour¤vn. tÚ dØ t∞w •ort∞w sÊnhyew •kãstote ka‹
tÒte sun°bh to›w pais¤n: îyla går ≤m›n ofl pat°rew ¶yesan =acƒd¤aw. poll«n m¢n oÔn
dØ ka‹ pollå §l°xyh poiht«n poiÆmata.

7

Burnet, ed. 1902.
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Critias (to Socrates): I will tell you the story I heard as an old tale from a man
who was himself far from young. At that time, indeed, Critias, by his own account, was close upon ninety, and I was, perhaps, ten years old. We were
keeping the Apaturia; it was the Children’s Day. For us boys there were the
usual ceremonies: our fathers offered us prizes for reciting. Many poems by
different authors were repeated. (tr. Cornford)

The Apaturia was a festival based upon the Phratriai (or ‘Brotherhoods’) of
Athenian society, the communities linked by birth, which stretched back to
primitive Greece.8 Parke notes a further feature of the Phratriai: ‘in theory all
male members were descended from a common male ancestor’ (89). Thus the
Apaturia was an event celebrating the extended family’s shared line of descent.
On the rites of Children’s Day, Parke explains (89):
The third day (Koureotis), the Day of Youths . . ., was the official occasion when
new members were introduced to the Phratria. This was done in the case of
boys when they were still infants. The official state registration for secular
purposes did not take place till the boy was approaching manhood. Then his
registration with his Phratria as an infant could be cited as evidence of birth
and paternity, if necessary.

The festival marked both paternity and common ancestry, and the importance
of the fathers is shown in the Timaeus passage by the reference to ofl pat°rew as
they participate in the official festivities with their sons.9
In these ways the prologue points up very clearly the issues of tradition, family lines and paternity. Interwoven with this is the use of the family line as a
means whereby knowledge of the distant past is transmitted to the present.
Plato thus sets the scene for his own account of the beginnings of the universe
created by a Demiurge who is its father and the common male ancestor of all
humanity. Through this prologue Plato shows that he, as author, is keenly
aware of his own myth’s place in the Greek genealogy of creation stories.
Hesiod is introduced by name as Critias speaks of the potential superiority of
Solon over the epic poets (21d1-3):
8
9

Parke (1977) 88-9.
For a further literary mention of the Apaturia, see Aristophanes’ Acharnians 146-7: ≥ra
fage›n éllçntaw §j ÉApatour¤vn, / ka‹ tÚn pat°r' ±ntebÒlei bohye›n tª pãtr&. I am grateful
to Roger Brock for pointing me to these lines. In his commentary Olson (2002, 118) observes that ‘the third day (Koure«tiw) [featured] the presentation of male children born
within the last few years for registration in the phratry’ and notes the pun between the
festival’s name and paternity: ‘Note also the echo of the word in pat°r' and pãtr& in 147.’
It is noticeable how Plato also uses the words 'Apatour¤vn and pat°rew in close proximity
at 21b2-4. The patriarchal nature of the festival is evident.
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katã ge §mØn dÒjan oÎte ÑHs¤odow oÎte ÜOmhrow oÎte êllow oÈde‹w poihtØw
eÈdokim≈terow §g°neto ên pote aÈtoË.

The context for this comparison is Socrates’ discussion of the limitations of poets at 19d.10 These reflections on the poets and their stories draw attention to
Plato’s own credentials as story-teller. By choosing the form of a myth for his
account of the birth of the universe, his text would compete with earlier Greek
myths of creation. The references to the story-tellers of the ancient past therefore have a self-reflexive function: Plato creates a family tree for his own creation story and establishes Hesiod as one of the fathers of its line.11 The particular epic text that will resonate in Timaeus is Theogony with its account of the
birth of the gods. Plato will allude to Theogony as he creates an alternative genealogy for the divine universe. The vehicle of the allusion, family lines, prepares
for the content of the myth, the genealogy of the cosmos, and indicates how
the dialogue stands in relation to its epic predecessor. The Children’s Day festivities, with their emphasis on paternity and their recitals of poetry, operate
as a situational allusion for the references to Hesiod that will follow.
Plato’s alternative creation myth
In revealing a universe built on principles of goodness, Plato has a new story
to tell. Plato’s myth of the birth of the universe challenges Hesiod and the poetic tradition by revealing radically different starting points and setting out its
teleological vision in place of the strife and turmoil of the poetic theogony.
Plato must correct Hesiod’s Theogony since it gives a distorted picture of the
gods as engaged in wrongdoing. He simply cannot accept stories of divine
plotting, deception and acts of violence. Plato’s criticism of ancient myths at
Laws 886c applies directly to Theogony and Hesiod is named explicitly at Republic 377ff., as Plato explains why such tales of divine wrongdoing are unacceptable. At 377e Hesiod is singled out for specific criticism with his story of
Cronos’ castration (377e) and battles of Giants (378c), which are identified
particularly as family strife.12 The actual distortion is then spelled out at 379a:
since god is definitively good, stories of wrong-doing do not offer a truthful ac10
11

12

Socrates’ criticism of the poets at Tim. 19d-e as ‘imitators’ (mimhtikÚn, mimÆsetai, mime›syai)
parallels Phdr. 248e where poets are similarly associated with mere imitation.
The three poets mentioned at Tim. 21c-d, Solon, Hesiod and Homer, are also mentioned
together at Symp. 209d in the context of the image of poetic creation as the fathering of
spiritual children (pa›daw 209c8; ¶kgona 209d2; and g°nnhsin 209d7). Phaedrus is similarly
hailed early in Symp. (177d5) as the ‘father’ of the discourse (patØr toË lÒgou).
Rep. 378c3-6: polloË de› gigantomax¤aw te muyologht°on aÈto›w ka‹ poikilt°on, ka‹ êllaw
¶xyraw pollåw ka‹ pantodapåw ye«n te ka‹ ≤r≈vn prÚw suggene›w te ka‹ ofike¤ouw aÈt«n
(Burnet, ed. 1902).
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count of the divine nature. As the Republic passage continues god is identified
as the ‘cause’ (a‡tion) not of all things but only of good, since his good nature
will not allow him to cause evil or harm (379b-c). The identification of the
Demiurge as the cause (aition) of the universe at Timaeus 28c recalls and builds
on this Republic passage: the aition of the universe is explicitly identified as
good and working with entirely good motive (29d7-e2):
L°gvmen dØ di' ¥ntina afit¤an g°nesin ka‹ tÚ pçn tÒde ı suniståw sun°sthsen. égayÚw
Σn, égay“ d¢ oÈde‹w per‹ oÈdenÚw oÈd°pote §gg¤gnetai fyÒnow:
Let us, then, state for what reason becoming and this universe were framed by
him who framed them. He was good; and in the good no jealousy in any matter can ever arise. (tr. Cornford)

The emphatic negatives and repetition of agathos stress god’s goodness and at
29e4 this drive towards goodness is identified as the érxØn kurivtãthn, the supremely valid principle, of becoming and the whole cosmos (29e4). Unlike Hesiod’s Ouranos, Kronos and Zeus, Plato’s supreme god is not seeking to create
a world-order that will allow him simply to gain and then hold on to power.
Rather, the Demiurge and those he creates are themselves good and their aim
is to create further goodness. Thus the dynastic strife and political power-play
of Hesiod’s myth must be firmly set aside. But nevertheless echoes of Hesiod
can be heard within the text.
Hesiod in Timaeus: family stories
Giving a true account of the very beginnings of the gods and the universe
clearly carries some hazards. It is not easy to gain access to the first actions of
eternal beings. In Theogony Hesiod’s stance is to claim that his account of the
birth of the gods and the universe was told to him directly by the Muses on
Mount Helikon. But even with this very bold move, the poet still feels it necessary to draw attention to the truth-status of the account they deliver. Thus in
the prologue he has the Muses say to the poet as representative of human beings (26-8):
poim°new êgrauloi, kãk' §l°gxea, gast°rew o‰on,
‡dmen ceÊdea pollå l°gein §tÊmoisin ımo›a,
‡dmen d', eÔt' §y°lvmen, élhy°a ghrÊsasyai.13
Shepherds of the field, base reproaches, mere bellies,
we know how to speak many falsehoods that are like truths,
and we know how to utter truths, when we wish to.14
13

Solmsen, ed. 1970.
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The Muses make clear their contempt for mankind and stress the gulf between
their own knowledge and power and that of the poor shepherd, subject to all
the usual human limitations. As a result of their caprice (line 28) a question
mark remains: will they tell the truth this time? Similarly, in the Timaeus before
the cosmogony begins, the issue of truth-status is flagged in the prologue. In
the tale reported by Solon, the Egyptian priest tells how the Athenians were
born 9,000 years previously, at the point when Athena ‘took over the seed of
your people from Earth and Hephaestus’ (23e1-2, §k G∞w te ka‹ ÑHfa¤stou tÚ
sp°rma paralaboËsa Ím«n). Despite this evident mythological reference, Socrates approves the tale as ‘genuine history’ (26e4-5): mØ plasy°nta mËyon éll'
élhyinÚn lÒgon. Will Timaeus’ account of creation also be genuine history? The
challenge of revealing the beginnings of everything is implicit in Timaeus’ invocation to the gods at the opening of his speech. Socrates bids him to call on
the gods as custom (nomos) requires, and Timaeus replies (27c1-d1):
That, Socrates, is what all do, who have the least portion of wisdom: always,
at the outset of every undertaking, small or great, they call upon a god. We
who are now to discourse about the universe – how it came into being (√
g°gonen), or perhaps had no beginning of existence (égen°w) – must, if our
senses be not altogether gone astray, invoke gods and goddesses with a prayer
(§pikaloum°nouw eÎxesyai) that our discourse throughout may be above all
pleasing to them and in consequence satisfactory to us. Let this suffice, then,
for our invocation of the gods. (tr. Cornford)

Invoking the gods is a traditional gesture and although the gods are not asked
to narrate through the speaker, nevertheless Timaeus’ invocation clearly recalls
those of epic, including Hesiod’s invocation to the Muses at Theogony 105-15.
Since Hesiod’s Muses speak through him he can deal with the question of
knowledge of origins by simply deferring to their divine knowledge. But
Plato’s approach to the truth-status of his account takes a different turn as he
famously establishes that this cosmogony is merely a ‘likely story’ (eikôs
muthos).15 Two reasons are given. First, since the cosmos itself is merely a likeness, the account of it cannot be as secure as an account of the actual model
and must itself merely be likely (29c). But as the explanation continues a more
familiar reason also emerges (29c4-d3):
If then, Socrates, in many respects concerning the many things – the gods and
the generation of the universe (ye«n ka‹ t∞w toË pantÚw gen°sevw) – we prove
unable to render an account at all points entirely consistent with itself and exact, you must not be surprised. If we can furnish accounts no less likely than
14
15

My translation. Other translations of Theogony will be from West (1988).
Timaeus’ cosmogony as ‘likely’ story: 29d2; 44d1; 48d6; 53d5; 55d5; 56a1; 56b4; 56d1;
68b7; 72d7; 90e8.
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any other, we must be content, remembering that I who speak and you my
judges are only human (fÊsin ényrvp¤nhn ¶xomen), and consequently it is fitting
that we should in these matters, accept the likely story and look for nothing
further. (tr. Cornford)

Here the limitations of human knowledge and the gap between human and
divine become a further reason why the tale is merely likely. This gap recalls
the Muses’ taunts in Hesiod and the same theme of human limitations sounds
later as Plato makes a direct reference to traditional theogonies.16
At 40d6, at a key transition point in the structure of the myth, Plato incorporates a traditional theogony that contains a clear allusion to Hesiod (40d641a3):
As concerning the other divinities, to know and to declare their generation is
too high a task for us; we must trust those who have declared it in former
times: being, as they said, descendants (§kgÒnoiw) of gods, they must, no doubt,
have had certain knowledge of their own ancestors (progÒnouw). We cannot,
then, mistrust the children (pais‹n) of gods, though they speak without probable or necessary proofs; when they profess to report their family history
(ofike›a), we must follow established usage and accept what they say
(•pom°nouw t“ nÒmƒ pisteut°on). Let us, then, take on their word this account of
the generation (≤ g°nesiw) of these gods. [40e5] As children of Earth and
Heaven (G∞w te ka‹ OÈranoË) were born Oceanus and Tethys; and of these
Phorkys and Cronos and Rhea and all their company; and of Cronos and
Rhea, Zeus and Hera and all their brothers and sisters whose names we know;
and of these yet other offspring. (tr. Cornford)

The myth-makers who claimed divine descent are such figures as Orpheus
and Musaeus, but the particular theogony here alludes to that of Hesiod at
Theogony 133-8 and used throughout the poem.17 In the preceding sections of
Timaeus Plato has been presenting his account of the divine planets, with a
section devoted to earth (40b-c), where it is described as ‘our nurse’ and as ‘the
first and eldest/most venerable of the gods in heaven’ (40b8-c3, g∞n d¢ trofÚn
m¢n ≤met°ran . . . pr≈thn ka‹ presbutãthn ye«n ˜soi §ntÚw oÈranoË gegÒnasin),
which accords with Hesiod’s account of Gaia (Theogony 116-8). Plato’s theo16

17

This gap between divine and human knowledge is also stressed at 53d6-7 where knowledge of the remote beginnings of matter is said to be open only to gods themselves or to
those especially favoured by gods: tåw d' ¶ti toÊtvn êrxåw ênvyen yeÚw o‰den ka‹ éndr«n ˘w
ín §ke¤nƒ f¤low ¬ (the principles yet more remote than these are known to Heaven and to
such men as Heaven favours (tr. Cornford)). Thus Plato leaves room for the sort of divine
communication claimed by Hesiod with the Muses.
Theogony 132-8 lists the family of Gaia and Ouranos including Oceanus and Tethys; for
Phorkys, son of Pontos and Gaia, see Th. 237; for the children of Cronos and Rhea, including Zeus and Hera, see Th. 453-8.
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gony follows at 40e5-41a3, and in the immediately following section (41a3-d3)
Plato will develop his own mythological sequence in the story of how the
Demiurge addresses the lesser gods, his children,18 to arrange the birth of humankind and thus carry on their family line (41d2, épergãzesye z“a ka‹
gennçte). Thus the parallel with Hesiod at 40e, with its traditional mythology
of Earth and Heaven as parents of the gods, provides a transition between the
scientific account of earth as a planet and the mythological account of the
Demiurge as father of gods (and thereby of man): Yeo‹ ye«n, œn §g∆ dhmiourgÚw
patÆr te ¶rgvn (41a7).19 Plato thus incorporates the Hesiodic theogony and the
reference to established usage makes clear that he is content to follow and respect poetic tradition so long as it can be blended with his new teleological account.
Tales of family life: from strife to harmony
Hesiod’s myth of creation involves gender conflict and a recurring theme of
male control over unregulated female procreation. The Timaeus’ account of the
birth of the cosmos transforms the male and female gender relationships of
Theogony into a tale of harmony and co-operation as the universe is built on
principles of goodness. Nevertheless, echoes remain of the primal conflict and
the male role continues to be that of regulating the female. In Hesiod’s poem
the theogony proper begins at 116-22 with the emergence of the first beings:
ÖHtoi m¢n pr≈tista Xãow g°net': aÈtår ¶peita
Ga›' eÈrÊsternow, pãntvn ßdow ésfal¢w afie‹
éyanãtvn o„ ¶xousi kãrh nifÒentow 'OlÊmpou,
[Tãrtarã t' ±erÒenta mux“ xyonÚw eÈruode¤hw,]
±d' ÖErow, ˘w kãllistow §n éyanãtoisi yeo›si,
lusimelÆw, pãntvn te ye«n pãntvn t' ényr≈pvn
dãmnatai §n stÆyessi nÒon ka‹ §p¤frona boulÆn.
First came the Chasm [Chaos]; and then broad-breasted Earth, secure seat for
ever of all the immortals who occupy the peak of snowy Olympus; [the misty
Tartara in a remote recess of the broad-pathed earth]; and Eros, the most
handsome among the immortal gods, dissolver of flesh, who overcomes the
reason and purpose in the breasts of all gods and all men. (tr. West)

I follow the view that Tartara is here the interior of Earth and that there are
therefore three primal figures: Chaos, Gaia and Eros – one neuter, one female
18
19

For lesser gods as ‘children’ of the Demiurge, see also 42e6 and 69c4.
Demiurge as father of universe: 28c3, 32c1, 34a7, 34b9, 37a2, 37d4, 38b6, 38c4, 38e5, 39d7,
and 68e4. On the metaphor of god as father as an image of both creation and control, see
Pender (2000) 104-6 and 238-9.
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and one male. 20 There is no indication that Gaia and Eros are generated out of
Chaos. Rather the three seem to have been generated independently but with
Chaos as the first to come into existence. Chaos means ‘chasm’, its gender is
neuter; it is a gap or empty space. At the very first point of the universe, then,
there is for Hesiod one entity in existence – a gap – but this does not on its
own generate the many beings that will follow. Chaos does, however, initiate
its own family line by producing from itself two offspring: Erebos and Night.
Erebos is male and Night female and the two children join in the first sexual
union of many in the story and produce their opposites Aither and Day (1225).21 The sexual union and reproduction of Chaos’ children is made possible by
the prior existence of Eros, who interestingly gives birth to no line of his own.
Both Chaos and Gaia reproduce independently from within themselves and so
each becomes a primal parent for successive generations. However, of these
two it is Gaia who is by far the most prolific and thus the chief generator of the
many beings to come.
Under the force of Eros Gaia reproduces her first partner Ouranos (126-8):
Ga›a d° toi pr«ton m¢n §ge¤nato ‰son •vutª
OÈranÚn ésterÒeny', ·na min per‹ pçsan §°rgoi,
ˆfr' e‡h makãressi yeo›w ßdow ésfal¢w afie¤.
Earth bore first of all one equal to herself starry Heaven, so that he should
cover her all about, to be a secure seat for ever for the blessed gods. (tr. West)

Although Gaia will continue to reproduce by parthenogenesis and with other
partners, Ouranos is Gaia’s most important partner and the marriage of Earth
and Heaven stands at the head of the dominant genealogy that will lead to the
birth of Olympian Zeus. Vernant is astute in observing that the marriage of
Gaia and Ouranos involves ‘incessant copulation’ and that this copulation
‘obeys a sort of raw desire, a blind and ongoing cosmic compulsion’ (Vernant
1990, 466). The respective roles of male and female are in some ways balanced
in this procreative model but, as Strauss Clay has shown, there is a pattern in
the story whereby it is the female principle that constantly promotes change
and procreation. In the context of the succession myth of Theogony Gaia and
Ouranos are set in conflict with each other due to Ouranos’ desire to block the
birth of their children. The male prefers continued sexual access and no generational change, while the female wishes to secure the abundant births and
20
21

Whether ‘misty Tartara’ is one of the primal entities has been debated since antiquity, see
Strauss Clay (2003) 15-16.
Night will also bear another brood of children (211-224).
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consequent future generations. Commenting on the castration story, Kronos’
later swallowing of his children and Zeus’ swallowing of his wife, Metis,
Strauss Clay notes the repeated power struggle between male and female:
Gaia will always be on the side of birth and of the younger against the older
generation. … Left to itself, procreation would continue, infinitely multiplying
and proliferating without brakes. Countering this force for constant change,
however, is the male principle, first embodied in Uranus … In fact, the history
of the gods as a whole can be viewed as an account of the various attempts on
the part of the supreme male god to control and block the female procreative
drive in order to bring about a stable cosmic regime.22

This male/female conflict of the succession story is resolved by the victory of
Zeus and the continued regulation of the female procreative drive through
various marital arrangements. Zeus’ dynastic marriages help to strengthen his
powerbase and earn him the honorific title of ‘father of gods and men’ (line 47,
Z∞na, ye«n pat°r' ±d¢ ka‹ éndr«n.23 As father of all, the single patriarch provides
stability. Bearing in mind these male efforts at containment and regulation of
an ‘infinitely multiplying’ female procreative drive, let us return to the creation myth of the Timaeus.
While Hesiod’s cosmogony begins with the coming into existence of the three
primal entities, Plato’s cosmogony starts with eternal entities already present
and it is through the interaction between them that the cosmos is created.
While Plato’s narrative presents a complicated array of eternal entities and
agents, three can be identified as fundamental: Demiurge, Form and Receptacle. Various triadic configurations underlying existence are offered throughout Timaeus but these can be regarded as variations on this essential trio.24 In
addition, as the cosmogony proceeds through its three different stages,25 a
number of different eternal figures come to light, all of which must be present
at the ‘beginning’, however such a point is to be understood in a context of
22
23
24

25

Strauss Clay (2003) 17-18.
See also lines 457, 468, and 542.
For an account of the relationship between the various triads, see Pender (2008), forthcoming. The triads are: 28a Demiurge/model/copy; 48e model/ copy/ Receptacle; 50c
that which becomes/ that in which it becomes/ that which provides the model; 52a
Form/the sensible/Space; and 52d Being/Space/Becoming.
Part 1 sets out the work of the Demiurge in creating the parts of the universe that are to
be everlasting. This work is summarised at 47e as ‘the craftsmanship of Reason’ (tå diå
noË dedhmiourghm°na) and Part 2 is launched with a second invocation (48d-e). Part 2 presents the irrational factors that Demiurge/Reason has to contend with – factors subsumed under the title of ‘Necessity’. Part 3 tells how Reason and Necessity co-operate to
create the human body in all its detail, a new section marked with a clear recapitulation
at 69a-d
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eternity. In total, eight eternal beings can be identified, of differing genders as
can be deduced both from the nouns that form their names and from the phraseology used to present them. These figures are: (1) the Demiurge (masculine), the
male creator who works as a craftsman; (2) the eternal model he uses, later
identified as the ‘Form of Living Creature’ (neuter); (3) Reason (masculine); (4)
Necessity (feminine); (5) the Wandering Cause (feminine); (6) The Receptacle
of Becoming (feminine); (7) disorderly proto-matter variously described, e.g.
plural ‘powers’ (feminine); and (8) Space (feminine).26 Much critical effort has
gone into trying to interpret the precise nature of each of these entities. My
limited aims are to trace the male/female relationships in the narratives presenting these different figures (or factors) of Plato’s pre-cosmic vision and to
show the allusions to Hesiod’s divine family in the Theogony. The essentials of
the gendering are clear: the supreme Demiurge and Reason are masculine/male; the divine model used for the creation of Becoming is neuter/neutral and the irrational features of the Receptacle are all feminine/female. Let us now consider the dynamics between the rational males and
the irrational females who together create and constitute Timaeus’ cosmos.
In part 1 of the cosmogony (29d-47e) the agent of creation is the male Demiurge. As well as being the craftsman of the universe, he is also simultaneously
its father, as set out above. The personification of the Demiurge as a father is
most pronounced where we hear of his emotional reaction to the birth of his
child (37c6-d1):
ÑVw d¢ kinhy¢n aÈtÚ ka‹ z«n §nÒhsen t«n afid¤vn ye«n gegonÚw êgalma ı gennÆsaw
patÆr, ±gãsyh te ka‹ eÈfranye‹w ¶ti dØ mçllon ˜moion prÚw tÚ parãdeigma
§penÒhsen épergãsasyai.
When the father who had begotten it saw it set in motion and alive, a shrine
brought into being for the everlasting gods, he rejoiced and being well pleased
he took thought to make it yet more like its pattern. (tr. Cornford)

He is also the father of the lesser gods, as discussed above. There is no mother
of the universe in part 1 of the cosmogony. But this situation changes in part 2
(47e-69a). A second invocation to the gods (48d-e) heralds the new beginning
and there follows the arrival of the mysterious and eternal trio of Necessity,
the Wandering Cause and the Receptacle – all female and non-rational. The
26

These figures are introduced at the following points and related as follows: Demiurge
(28c) closely related to Reason (48a); eternal model (29a/30c) later identified as the Form
of Living Creature (37d); Necessity (47e) closely associated with the Wandering Cause
(48a), the Receptacle of Becoming (49a), disorderly proto-matter (49e/52e) and Space
(52a).
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Receptacle is introduced at 49a and described in the arresting simile ‘oÂon tiyÆnhn’ (‘as it were a nurse’, 49a6), an image repeated at 88d6. Further, she is the
‘mother’ (mht°ra) of the sensible world as a primal family is revealed in a more
extended simile at 50c7-d4:
§n d' oÔn t“ parÒnti xrØ g°nh dianohy∞nai trittã, tÚ m¢n gignÒmenon, tÚ d' §n ⁄
g¤gnetai, tÚ d' ˜yen éfomoioÊmenon fÊetai tÚ gignÒmenon. ka‹ dØ ka‹ proseikãsai
pr°pei tÚ m¢n dexÒmenon mhtr¤, tÚ d' ˜yen patr¤, tØn d¢ metajÁ toÊtvn fÊsin §kgÒnƒ,
Be that as it may, for the present we must conceive three things: that which
becomes; that in which it becomes; and the model in whose likeness that
which becomes is born. Indeed we may fittingly compare the Recipient to a
mother, the model to a father, and the nature that arises between them to their
offspring. (tr. Cornford)

The identification of the Receptacle as the mother of Becoming is completed at
51a4-6, as the account of physical matter progresses:
diÚ dØ tØn toË gegonÒtow ıratoË ka‹ pãntvw afisyhtoË mht°ra ka‹ ÍpodoxØn mÆte g∞n
mÆte é°ra mÆte pËr mÆte Ïdvr l°gvmen,
For this reason, then, the mother and Receptacle of what has come to be visible and otherwise sensible must not be called earth or air or fire or water. (tr.
Cornford)

In part 1 of the cosmogony the Demiurge is the father but at 50c-d, following
the idea of family likeness, the father of the cosmos is the Form. The Form as
‘father’ cannot interact directly with the ‘mother’, since a static Form cannot
act at all, and so in the story overall a second father is needed in the Demiurge.
Although the father figures change, the model in each case is that of a family.
In part 1 therefore the primary triad is ‘Demiurge as father/model/copy as
child’ (28a), while in part 2 the primary triad is ‘model as father/copy as
child/ Receptacle as mother’ (48e).
Since these figures themselves are in many ways obscure, it is not surprising
that the dynamics between them are given only vague description. Timaeus
himself is evidently struggling to handle his subject matter. In the midst of the
launch of the new beginning, he says his previous method of exposition involved ‘difficulty’ (48c5, tÚ xalepÚn) but that his new method will also be
‘strange and unfamiliar’ (48d5-6, étÒpou ka‹ éÆyouw dihgÆsevw). Further, on the
nature of the Receptacle, he comments (51a7-b2):
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we shall not be deceived if we call it a nature invisible and characterless, allreceiving, partaking in some very puzzling way (épor≈tatã p˙) of the intelligible and very hard to apprehend (dusalvtÒtaton). (tr. Cornford)

The clearest point at the new launch is that all three figures, Necessity, the
Wandering Cause and the Receptacle are non-rational and part of the imperfect nature of the pre-cosmic state. But also a helpful contrast is set up at the
outset of part 2 (47e-48a), that between Reason and Necessity. The arresting
phrase ‘the craftsmanship of Reason’ (47e4, tå diå noË dedhmiourghm°na) is used
to sum up the creative activity of the Demiurge in part 1. Set in contrast to this
will be the work of ‘Necessity’ to follow in part 2. Thus Timaeus identifies the
Demiurge with Reason and Necessity with the lack of rationality. The ‘Wandering’ Cause is a further attempt to express the irrational forces at work in
the creation story. When the account turns to the details of how exactly inchoate matter was shaped by Reason, Timaeus needs to explain how Reason organises the proto-matter provided by the Receptacle. The proto-matter is presented as originally moving around in a disorderly fashion within the Receptacle, which is conceived of, inter alia, as a space. Following the tradition of nihil
ex nihilo the Demiurgic act of creation is that of ordering or organising what
already exists but is in chaos. Timaeus needs a way of speaking about the
transactions that occur between reason and disorderly matter. He therefore
aligns Necessity with the Receptacle so that Necessity becomes the active force
responsible for both the disorderly motion and the disorganised matter. Therefore the very moment of creation is presented as a dynamic between the male
figure of Reason (in lieu of the Demiurge) and two female figures, the Receptacle and Necessity, representing non-rational matter and motion. At this crucial point Plato’s story diverges most markedly from the strife of Theogony. For
the new myth presents a vision of cosmic order and harmony. As Reason seeks
to impose order on matter or becoming, he turns not to force or containment
but to persuasion. The two key passages on this remarkable negotiation are
47e-48a and 56c:
(47e5-48a5) memeigm°nh går oÔn ≤ toËde toË kÒsmou g°nesiw §j énãgkhw te ka‹ noË
sustãsevw §gennÆyh: noË d¢ énãgkhw êrxontow t“ pe¤yein aÈtØn t«n gignom°nvn tå
ple›sta §p‹ tÚ b°ltiston êgein, taÊt˙ katå taËtã te di' énãgkhw ≤ttvm°nhw ÍpÚ peiyoËw ¶mfronow oÏtv kat' érxåw sun¤stato tÒde tÚ pçn.
For the generation of this universe was a mixed result of the combination of
Necessity and Reason. Reason overruled Necessity by persuading her to guide
the greatest part of the things that become towards what is best; in that way
and on that principle this universe was fashioned in the beginning by the victory of reasonable persuasion over Necessity. (tr. Cornford)
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(56c3-9) ka‹ dØ ka‹ tÚ t«n énalogi«n per¤ te tå plÆyh ka‹ tåw kinÆseiw ka‹ tåw
êllaw dunãmeiw pantaxª tÚn yeÒn, ˜p˙per ≤ t∞w énãgkhw •koËsa peisye›sã te fÊsiw
Ípe›ken, taÊt˙ pãnt˙ di' ékribe¤aw épotelesyeis«n Íp' aÈtoË sunhrmÒsyai taËta
énå lÒgon.
and with regard to their numbers, their motions, and their powers in general,
we must suppose that the god adjusted them in due proportion, when he had
brought them in every detail to the most exact perfection permitted by Necessity willingly complying with persuasion. (tr. Cornford)27

As Reason/the god persuades Necessity into co-operating with him, the order
of the universe can be seen as the product of an alliance. Further, as befits a
teleological account, this alliance is one of male and female figures working
together to produce the good. Zedda has rightly seen that Reason/the Demiurge cannot simply subordinate Necessity but has to work with it and that the
result is a harmony born of compromise:
By having two such disparate entities work in partnership, the Demiurge can
truly claim that the universe as generated is all-encompassing. Even more importantly, the maker can claim to have constructed a universe based on principles of true harmonia. The universe generated by the Demiurge and Necessity embodies all that exists, both rational and non-rational into one single relationship: fil¤a.28

With the images of the Demiurge and the Form as fathers and the Receptacle
as mother, Plato uses the gender relations of the procreation motif in a parallel
fashion to the many liaisons of Hesiod’s Theogony. For the dominant model of
creation is again that of a family and a line of ancestry leading to the birth of
mortals (Theogony 1019; Timaeus 41b-d). In tracing the respective family lines in
the creation stories of Hesiod and Plato, it is interesting to note that as Hesiod’s Gaia is described as ‘ßdow ésfal¢w afie¤’ (‘secure seat for ever’, 117 and
128), so Plato’s Receptacle similarly provides an eternal ‘ßdra’ for becoming,
ensuring a space that is also everlasting ‘éei’ (52a8-b1). These primal females
make an interesting parallel since each offers security and stability within their
own sphere. While Gaia as planet earth has her own place in Plato’s cosmogony (40b-c), it is apparent that Hesiod’s Gaia is also reverberating in the female Receptacle, out of which the material universe emerges. Like Gaia ‘infinitely multiplying and proliferating without brakes’, the Receptacle is the female procreative drive: always receiving (50b8, dexeta¤ … ée‹), she is the eternal ‘matrix for everything’ (50c2, §kmage›on går fÊsei pant‹ ke›tai), into which
27
28

Cornford’s translation masks that the compliance of Necessity is actually with the ‘god’
who must be understood as the Demiurge, although not named as such.
Zedda (2003) 155-6.
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and out of which everything moves. But the primal female and her partner are
refashioned by Plato. For while Hesiod’s Gaia and Ouranos set a template for
power struggle and gender conflict amongst the gods, Plato’s Demiurge and
Receptacle create a picture of greater harmony and co-operation at the birth of
the universe. The process is not only more orderly and rational but also gentler – with persuasion instead of force and plotting. While the children of Ouranos are explicitly ‘hated’ by their father (155), the Demiurge is joyful at the
birth of his child (37c7). While Ouranos ‘is jealous’ (619, ég≈menow) of the
strength, form and stature of Briareus, Kottos and Gyges, the Demiurge has no
phthonos (29e2). The crucial difference is that the Demiurge is good and so creates order in all his relationships and acts. The universe is therefore brought to
birth in an atmosphere of harmony where the procreative drive of the female
consents to the regulation of reason and where the male and female figures cooperate in philia. Thus Plato draws on Hesiodic motifs and vocabulary while
shaping a radically different myth of creation. Moreover, Plato is careful to
preface his allusions to Hesiod’s Theogony with an account of how stories are
passed down the generations (20e-22b), and with the addition of an appropriate dramatic context in the ritual of ‘Children’s day’. Such a process of transmission through the family line serves as an apt image for artistic creativity
and marks the author’s own genealogical relationship with traditional Greek
theogonies and the poetry of Hesiod. 29
Part 2: Streams and Love Stories
Socrates’ second speech in Phaedrus can be regarded as a philosophical love
story, crafted to rival and indeed correct traditional Greek views on the nature
of eros. In composing this alternative story Plato draws on the motifs and vocabulary of Greek lyric poetry.30 In Timaeus the allusions to Hesiod follow the
naming of the poet in the prologue, and in the same way the naming of Sappho and Anacreon early in Phaedrus (235c-d) heralds specific allusions to their
poetry. Further, just as family lines work on different levels within the content
29

30

The image of ‘fathering children’ is used extensively in Symp. for artistic and intellectual
creativity (see note 11 above). For discussion and further bibliography, see Pender (1992).
The image is also used in Phdr. 275e-276a, where writing is imagined as needing its ‘father’ (patrÚw) to come to its aid and has a ‘brother’ (édelfÚn) in dialectic. The image continues at Phdr. 278a (Íe›w gnhs¤ouw; ¶kgono¤ te ka‹ édelfo‹).
While a number of other poets and writers are named and referenced in Phdr., I shall discuss here only the lyric poets, since the engagement with poetry and literature in this text
is too large a topic for the current treatment. While this study opens up broader questions
of Plato’s response to the Greek literary tradition at large, it seems worthwhile to isolate
and analyse one specific case.
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and framing of Timaeus, Phaedrus uses the imagery of streams to interweave
the dramatic context of the dialogue, a walk along the Ilissus river, with both
the content of Socrates’ second speech and his naming of the poets. For at the
moment when the poets are named, Plato uses the image of a speaker being
filled with ‘streams from elsewhere’, an image which in turn prefaces the
‘stream of beauty’ that will feature in Socrates’ account of the soul in love. Finally, just as genealogy in Timaeus, the stream serves in Phaedrus as an apt image for artistic creativity and marks Plato’s own engagement with poetic tradition. Through its allusions to Sappho, Anacreon and other poets the Phaedrus
itself is filled with ‘streams from elsewhere’ and by challenging the lyric poets
Plato’s work claims its own, dominant, place in the tradition of writings on
love. I shall argue that the Ilissus stream works as a situational allusion for the
influence of the poets on Plato.
The Ilissus as situational allusion
While others have identified the setting of the Phaedrus as a locus amoenus, Calame, considering evidence from a broad spectrum of poetry and myth, classifies it more precisely as an ‘eroticized meadow’ (1999, 154-7, 166 n. 2).31 Within
this genus he marks it out particularly as a ‘prelude meadow’ and cites examples of similar abductions elsewhere in Greek poetry.32 He explains (156) that
the meadow represents ‘a space filled with Eros, which serves as an immediate
prelude to the gratification of sexual desire’ and further clarifies (163-7) that
these places represent sexual initiation, especially for young girls innocently at
play. Calame identifies Plato’s Boreas and Oreithuia meadow as just such a
‘prelude meadow’ (154). Eroticized prelude meadows feature in the verses of
Sappho, Anacreon and other lyric poets. Calame notes prelude meadows at
Anacreon 346 and Ibycus 286 and their close affinity with Sappho’s grove of
Aphrodite in poem 2.33 Other erotic meadows in lyric include those of Anacreon 417; Alcaeus 115 (a) and 296 (b); Theognis 1249-52 and 1275-8; and Ibycus, 282c fr 1, 286, and 288. In the prologue to Phaedrus Plato appropriates the
traditional topos of the eroticized, prelude meadow, drawing on both its land31
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On 230b-c as locus amoenus, see Foley (1998) 45; Rowe (1986) 141; and de Vries (1969) 56.
Calame (1999, 153) observes that the ‘mythological and theological paradigm’ of an eroticized meadow is that at Homer’s Iliad 14. 312ff., and (154) compares Hesiod’s Theogony
276ff.
Calame (1999) 155-157: Homeric Hymn to Hermes 19.19ff.; Homeric Hymn to Demeter lines
5ff. and 417ff.; Euripides, Ion 881ff.; Eur. IA 1291 ff.; and Eur. Helen 241ff.
Calame (1999, 168) draws the parallel with the flower-filled meadows of Sappho 96 (line
11, poluany°moiw éroÊraiw). A further parallel is Sappho 122 where a ‘tender girl’ is ‘picking flowers’ (ênye' ém°rgoisan pa›dÉ . . . épãlan).
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scape and the activities associated with it. One of the purposes of the allusion
is to highlight that a seduction is about to be attempted – that of Phaedrus, and
hopefully the reader, into the philosophical life.34 But the allusion also serves
to mark the ‘literary encounter’ between Plato and the lyric genre.
The allusion begins as Phaedrus leads the way to the spot beneath the plane
tree (229) and refers to some of the features of the landscape. The allusion is
completed as Socrates intensifies the description of the scene and its sensuous
effects as he signals their arrival at the tree (230). The relevant passages in full
are:
229a1-c3
SV. DeËr' §ktrapÒmenoi katå tÚn 'IlisÚn ‡vmen, e‰ta ˜pou ín dÒj˙ §n ≤sux¤& kayizhsÒmeya.
FAI. Efiw kairÒn, …w ¶oiken, énupÒdhtow Ãn ¶tuxon: . . . =òston oÔn ≤m›n katå tÚ Ídãtion
br°xousi toÁw pÒdaw fi°nai, ka‹ oÈk éhd°w, êllvw te ka‹ tÆnde tØn Àran toË ¶touw te
ka‹ t∞w ≤m°raw. . . . ÑOròw oÔn §ke¤nhn tØn Íchlotãthn plãtanon; . . . 'Eke› skiã t'
§st‹n ka‹ pneËma m°trion, ka‹ pÒa kay¤zesyai µ ín boul≈meya katakliy∞nai. . . .
Efip° moi, Œ S≈kratew, oÈk §ny°nde m°ntoi poy¢n épÚ toË 'IlisoË l°getai ı Bor°aw tØn
'Vre¤yuian èrpãsai; . . . âAr' oÔn §ny°nde; xar¤enta goËn ka‹ kayarå ka‹ diafan∞
tå Ídãtia fa¤netai, ka‹ §pitÆdeia kÒraiw pa¤zein par' aÈtã.
SV. OÔk, éllå kãtvyen . . . ka‹ poÊ t¤w §sti bvmÚw aÈtÒyi Bor°ou.
230a6-c5
étãr, Œ •ta›re, metajÁ t«n lÒgvn, îr' oÈ tÒde Σn tÚ d°ndron §f' ˜per Σgew ≤mçw; . . .
NØ tØn ÜHran, kalÆ ge ≤ katagvgÆ. ¥ te går plãtanow aÏth mãlÉ émfilafÆw te ka‹
ÍchlÆ, toË te êgnou tÚ Ïcow ka‹ tÚ sÊskion pãgkalon, ka‹ …w ékmØn ¶xei t∞w ênyhw
…w ín eÈvd°staton par°xoi tÚn tÒpon: ¥ te aÔ phgØ xariestãth ÍpÚ t∞w platãnou =e›
mãla cuxroË Ïdatow, Àste ge t“ pod‹ tekmÆrasyai. Numf«n t° tinvn ka‹ 'Axel–ou
flerÚn épÚ t«n kor«n te ka‹ égalmãtvn ¶oiken e‰nai. efi d' aÔ boÊlei, tÚ eÎpnoun toË
tÒpou …w égaphtÚn ka‹ sfÒdra ≤dÊ: yerinÒn te ka‹ ligurÚn Íphxe› t“ t«n tett¤gvn
xor“. pãntvn d¢ komcÒtaton tÚ t∞w pÒaw, ˜ti §n ±r°ma prosãntei flkanØ p°fuke kataklin°nti tØn kefalØn pagkãlvw ¶xein.

There are seven points of correspondence between the Ilissus landscape and
the seduction meadows of lyric: the stream, plants and flowers, shade, breeze,
sleep, presence of divinity and erotic play.35 This allusion to the poetic prelude
meadows results from the cumulative effect of the motifs rather than any single particular detail. Nevertheless, the stream appears to be the most significant marker of the relationship with lyric.
34
35

On the philosophical ‘seduction’, see Lebeck (1972) 290; duBois (1985) 95-96; Nussbaum
(1986) 228-33; and Calame (1999) 186-7.
See Pender 2007 for discussion of each of these points of correspondence between the
Ilissus and the eroticized meadows of lyric.
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The Ilissus is first mentioned, by Socrates, at 229a. He suggests that they turn
off the road on their walk and ‘go along’ the river (katå tÚn 'IlisÚn). Phaedrus
immediately responds by suggesting that they can walk in the water, since
they are both barefoot 229a3-5:
Efiw kairÒn, …w ¶oiken, énupÒdhtow Ãn ¶tuxon: sÁ m¢n går dØ ée¤. =òston oÔn ≤m›n katå
tÚ Ídãtion br°xousi toÁw pÒdaw fi°nai.
It seems it’s just as well I happened to be barefoot; you always are. So we can
very easily go along the stream with our feet in the water. (tr. Rowe)

Socrates assents – the day is hot36 – so the two men get their feet wet and conduct the first part of their conversation, up to their arrival at the plane tree,
from within the stream – an unusual dramatic setting. At 230b as they reach
the tree Socrates speaks of the water (Ídãtion) now flowing (=e›) as ‘a most delightful stream’ (phgØ xariestãth).37 While the water was merely implicitly cool
at 229a, it is now described explicitly as ‘very cold’ (=e› mãla cuxroË Ïdatow).
That the characters are actually in the water is reaffirmed in the second reference to feet as Socrates uses his own foot (t“ pod‹) as proof of this temperature.
Plato’s cold stream which flows directly under the plane (230b) recalls Sappho’s holy grove in poem 2 where the cold water (Îdvr cËxron) runs through
the apple branches. Cool streams also appear in seduction meadows in Alcaeus (115a, cËxron Îdvr) and Theognis (1252, krÆnhn te cuxrØn).38
The stream is linked more explicitly with the prelude meadow motif at 229b as
Phaedrus asks Socrates whether this is the place where Boreas abducted Oreithuia. Musing on the location, he observes (229b7-9):
xar¤enta goËn ka‹ kayarå ka‹ diafan∞ tå Ídãtia fa¤netai, ka‹ §pitÆdeia kÒraiw
pa¤zein par' aÈtã.
The water of the stream certainly looks attractively pure and clear, and just
right for young girls to play beside it. (tr. Rowe)

The reference to ‘young girls playing’ (kÒraiw pa¤zein) gives a plausible reason
why the abduction of Oreithuia might have happened at that spot. But its
more important role is as a marker of the traditional activities within a prelude

36
37
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For the midday heat, see 242a3-6 (tÚ kaËma, meshmbr¤a, épocuxª) and 279b4-5 (tÚ pn›gow
±pi≈teron g°gonen).
At 242a1 the Ilissus is ‘this river’ (tÚn potamÚn toËton).
See also Ibycus 286 (lines 1-3): a· te Kud≈niai / mhl¤dew érdÒmenai =oan / §k potam«n.
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meadow, as Plato knowingly introduces the literary topos of girlish games.39
Anacreon 417 provides a good example of the topos, as the ‘Thracian filly’
‘grazes’ and ‘plays’ (line 5, pa¤zeiw) in the ‘meadows’.40 That Oreithuia was
‘playing’ in this prelude meadow is stressed again at 229c8 (pa¤zousan). Later
at 234d pa¤zein is repeated twice, indicating that Socrates and Phaedrus have
now assumed the roles of participants within the prelude meadow by playing
their own conversational ‘games’.41 This point is confirmed in the conclusion
to the work, as Plato draws attention again to the setting (278b) and again
highlights the element of play (278b7): ‘So now we have had due amusement
(pepa¤syv metr¤vw) from the subject of speaking.’ The stream, erotic play and
the seduction of Oreithuia indicate that the Ilissus landscape is a counterpart
to the prelude meadows of lyric. But the identification is not complete until
230.
Socrates’ description of the meadow at 230 provides an intensification of each
of the features mentioned by Phaedrus at 229. Expressing his explicit approval
and delight Socrates heightens the sensual impact of the scene. While Phaedrus leaves the season unspoken, Socrates identifies the high summer chorus
of the cicadas. The tree is now both ‘very spreading (mãlÉ émfilafÆw) and tall’,
and is joined by an agnus, equally tall and shady. The plane tree and the agnus
with its scented flowers provide lush growth and scents (…w ékmØn ¶xei t∞w
ênyhw …w ín eÈvd°staton par°xoi tÚn tÒpon) which recall the trees and blossoms
of the lyric seduction meadows. In Sappho poem 2 the flowers bloom (t°yalen
. . . ênyesin) and in Anacreon’s meadow of Aphrodite the fields are of hyacinth.
Lush growth is also a feature of the erotic landscapes at Alcaeus 115a (lejãnyidow . . . eÈvdes[) and 296b (ÙsdÒmenoi); and at Ibycus 286, lines 4-5 (a· t'
ofinany¤dew / aÈjÒmenai). The shade at 229 (skiã) is intensified at 230 by the
height and spreading growth of the trees and by its description as tÚ sÊskion
pãgkalon. This feature echoes the ample shade of Sappho’s roses in poem 2
(§sk¤ast'), as well as Theognis’ ‘shady grove’ (1252, êlseã te skierã) and Ibycus’ ‘shady vine branches’ (286, line 5, skiero›sin Íf' ßrnesin). At 229 the
pneËma is m°trion and Phaedrus suggests that beneath the plane will be grass
(pÒa) upon which they might sit or lie down. At 230 the moderate breeze has
39
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See Hinds (1998) 34: ‘As normally defined, the topos is an intertextual gesture which … is
mobilized by the poet in full self-awareness.’
Anacreon also links the erotic prelude with ‘play’ at 358 (line 4), where Eros ‘summons
me to play’ (sumpa¤zein).
Whereas in a lyric meadow the seduction is sexual, here the ‘game’ with similar attendant
force and persuasion is conversation and speech-making. Foley (1998) 45-6: ‘Nevertheless, the playful link with the Oreithuia myth lingers, as Socrates is more or less abducted
by Phaedrus into these environs, seduced into a speech against his will (see 236d).’
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become the ‘fresh breeze’ (tÚ eÎpnoun) of the place, which is both ‘welcome’
and ‘very pleasant’ (égaphtÚn ka‹ sfÒdra ≤dÊ) and Socrates’ positive judgement on the landscape, ‘exceedingly pleasant’ (sfÒdra ≤dÊ), replaces Phaedrus’
litotes ‘not unpleasant’ (oÈk éhd°w). The ‘fresh breeze’ recalls the gentle winds
of the meadows in Sappho 2 (êhtai m°llixa pn°oisin) and Alcaeus 296b. At 230
the sensuous pleasures of the place culminate in the grass, which slopes gently
and is thick enough to provide a comfortable head-rest. Resting the head kataklin°nti involves lying down rather than sitting, a suggestion borne out by
Socrates’ further proclamation at 230e that he does indeed intend to ‘lie down’
(katake¤sesyai). Finally, whereas at 229c2 an altar of Boreas is thought to be
‘nearby’, at 230 the divine quality of their actual resting place is left in no
doubt. Plato echoes Sappho’s adjective êgnon (line 2, ‘come to this holy temple’,
§p[‹ tÒnd]e naËon / êgnon),42 when he points out that his spot too ‘seems to be
sacred’ – flerÚn, as indicated by the presence of figurines and statuettes of
‘some Nymphs’ and Achelous the river god.43 The divinity of the place is further emphasised at 236d10-e1, as the plane tree itself is identified as a ‘god’
(t¤na ye«n; µ boÊlei tØn plãtanon tauthn¤), and at 238c9-d1 where the whole
place is regarded as ‘divine’ (ye›ow . . . ı tÒpow).
This intensification in the description of the meadow between 229 and 230
marks a highly stylised transition. Indeed Plato pauses the text to emphasise
the full transformation of the scene. For as the dramatic scenario of the walk
unfolds, the point of arrival at the plane tree is underlined when Socrates not
only interrupts the conversation but also draws attention to the interruption:
‘But, my friend, to interrupt our conversation, wasn’t this the tree you were taking us to? . . . By Hera, a fine stopping-place!’44 The stopping of the flow of discourse alongside the punning katagvgÆ (halting place) works beautifully to
signal the significance of the moment: Socrates and Phaedrus have crossed a
generic boundary and have now entered the familiar landscape of the poetic
prelude meadow.45 The Ilissus scene itself is thus a situational allusion that
dramatises Plato’s engagement with the lyric tradition. The point is further re42
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On ‘Holy Sappho’, as love’s priestess, see Gentili (1988) 216-222.
See Rowe (1986) 142, citing de Vries (1969).
Foley (1998, 46) makes the point that since Hera is the goddess of marriage, the oath picks
up the theme of seduction and sexual initiation.
The river is again highlighted as a boundary marker at 242a1 (kég∆ tÚn potamÚn toËton diabåw) and 242b8-c2 where it becomes the ‘very spot’ from which Socrates seems to hear his
daimonion (ÑHn¤kÉ ¶mellon . . . tÚn potamÚn diaba¤nein, tÚ daimÒniÒn. . . §g°neto . . . ka¤ tina fvnØn
¶doja aÈtÒyen ékoËsai). At a literary level, Socrates cannot leave the Ilissus scene because
the context of the seduction meadow is relevant for the lyric allusions to follow in his second speech.
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inforced when the naming of Sappho and Anacreon at 235c recalls the prologue
through a further image of streams used for poetic influence and inspiration.
‘Streams from Elsewhere’
At Phaedrus 235c Plato makes direct reference to Sappho and Anacreon as Socrates responds to Lysias’ speech on the benefits of the non-lover. After listening to Phaedrus’ excited performance of the speech, Socrates explains why he
cannot agree with his friend’s positive assessment of it (235b7-d3):
SV. palaio‹ går ka‹ sofo‹ êndrew te ka‹ guna›kew per‹ aÈt«n efirhkÒtew
ka‹ gegrafÒtew §jel°gjous¤ me, §ãn soi xarizÒmenow sugxvr«.
FAI. T¤new otoi; ka‹ poË sÁ belt¤v toÊtvn ékÆkoaw;
SV. NËn m¢n oÏtvw oÈk ¶xv efipe›n: d∞lon d¢ ˜ti tin«n ékÆkoa, ≥ pou
SapfoËw t∞w kal∞w ≥ 'Anakr°ontow toË sofoË µ ka‹ suggraf°vn tin«n. pÒyen
dØ tekmairÒmenow l°gv; pl∞r°w pvw, Œ daimÒnie, tÚ st∞yow ¶xvn afisyãnomai
parã taËta ín ¶xein efipe›n ßtera mØ xe¤rv. ˜ti m¢n oÔn parã ge §mautoË
oÈd¢n aÈt«n §nnenÒhka, eÔ o‰da, suneid∆w §maut“ émay¤an: le¤petai dØ o‰mai §j
éllotr¤vn poy¢n namãtvn diå t∞w éko∞w peplhr«sya¤ me d¤khn égge¤ou. ÍpÚ
d¢ nvye¤aw aÔ ka‹ aÈtÚ toËto §pil°lhsmai, ˜pvw te ka‹ œntinvn ≥kousa.
Soc: For ancient and wise men and women who have spoken and written
about these subjects will refute me, if I agree simply to please you.
Phdr: Who are these people? Where have you heard anything better than this?
Soc: Right now, I can’t tell you straight off. But I’m sure I’ve heard something
better from someone – perhaps from the fine Sappho or the wise Anacreon or
indeed from some prose writers. What am I basing my judgement on as I say
this? Well, my fine friend, it is because my breast is somehow full that I feel
that I might have other words, no worse, to say beyond these of Lysias. And
that I’ve developed none of these from my own ideas I know very well, since I
am fully aware of my own ignorance. So what remains, I think, is that I have
been filled up, from streams from elsewhere, through my ears, just like a vessel. But again because of my stupidity I have forgotten this very point: how
and from whom I heard it.46

Socrates suggests that he has been ‘filled up from streams from elsewhere,
through my ears, like a vessel’ but mischievously says he has forgotten the
particular source. The image of streams used for the influence of ancient
authors is charged with significance. Flowing streams are an established image
of poetic inspiration which Plato himself probes elsewhere in his discussions

46

This translation is based on Rowe (1986) but is made more literal, at the expense of fluency, in an attempt to secure the most neutral reading possible. Elsewhere Rowe’s translation is used without modification.
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of poetry.47 At Laws 719c the poet inspired by the Muses is said to be like a
fountain (oÂon d¢ krÆnh tiw) and in the satire on poets in Ion the image of flowing water is used twice at 534a-b. There Socrates is discussing poetic inspiration and how the Muses work like a magnet which creates a chain reaction
through iron rings (533d-e). Turning to the lyric poets he compares their possession to that of the Bacchants as ‘they draw milk and honey from the rivers’
(534a1-5): ofl melopoio‹ . . . Àsper afl bãkxai érÊontai §k t«n potam«n m°li ka‹ gãla
katexÒmenai. The river image is continued when Socrates reports what the poets say about their own inspiration (Ion 534a-b):
L°gousi går dÆpouyen prÚw ≤mçw ofl poihta‹ ˜ti épÚ krhn«n melirrÊtvn §k Mous«n
kÆpvn tin«n ka‹ nap«n drepÒmenoi tå m°lh ≤m›n f°rousin.
For the poets tell us, don’t they, that the songs they bring for us are gathered
from honey-flowing streams from the gardens and valleys of the Muses.48

Socrates’ reference here is to images of poetic inspiration going back to early
Greek poetry. Aside from milk and honey (which recall different verses),49 the
image of poets drinking from the Muses’ springs of pure water is used by Pindar at both Olympian 6.85-6 (§rateinÚn Ïdvr / p¤omai) and Isthmian 6.74-5 (p¤sv .
. . ègnÚn Ïdvr).50 Socrates thus likens himself to the poet receiving streams from
the Muses. Such a pointed poetic image, full of irony from a character readily
identifiable as determinedly prosaic, punctures the sense that the reference to
the poets is casual. In case of any doubt about his negative view of such a passive process of transmission, he spells out that this means he is ‘like a vessel’
(d¤khn égge¤ou). The playful quality of these lines is also evident in the fact that
unlike the more elegant image of the poet drinking from streams, Socrates is
‘filled up . . . through my ears’ (diå t∞w éko∞w peplhr«sya¤). While the reference
to hearing is appropriate to the cultural context of performance poetry, the
ungainly picture, not to mention the heavy-handed addition of ‘like a vessel’,
signals irony, if not actual sarcasm. Socrates seems to be suggesting that his
own claim – that he has been inspired by ancient authorities – is patently ludicrous. This is the line taken by Hackforth (1952, 36) who argues that the suggestion of inspiration from the poets is indeed ‘not to be taken seriously’. This
interpretation is given fuller development by Rowe (1986).
47
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In Phdr. see also 238c7 for the knowing pun on poetic inspiration and running water in
eÎroia (lit. ‘good flow’).
Burnet, ed. 1903; translation mine.
See Murray (1996) 116-7 on the ‘whole complex of traditional imagery’ in this passage.
For useful discussion on these images for creativity and inspiration, see Steiner (1986)
44-6.
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Rowe begins his note with incredulity (1986, 151): ‘How on earth could Socrates have heard anything in praise of the non-lover from Sappho or Anacreon,
of all people – two of the best-known love poets of antiquity?’ He argues that
since ‘Plato’s Socrates normally displays a thoroughgoing hostility towards
poets of all descriptions’, this praise cannot be sincere: ‘it is scarcely conceivable that he should now even suggest an appeal to their authority for his second, and more serious, thoughts on love.’ He therefore concludes: ‘The tone of
the expressions “the excellent . . . Sappho” and the “the wise . . . Anacreon” is
thoroughly ironical.’ Rowe argues that Socrates’ mention of Sappho and Anacreon is consistent with ‘Plato’s general attitude towards poets’ (151), since
Socrates’ actual point is that the irrational desire graphically presented by the
poets provides far stronger arguments against love even than those of Lysias.
Rowe’s reading of the passage as Socratic irony provides one explanation of
why the lyric poets are mentioned: they depict the madness of the lover so
graphically that any sane person would wish to avoid this state. I accept this
as one level of meaning but suggest that another arises from the juxtaposition
of this comment with the actual use of Sapphic and Anacreontic material in
the dialogue and from Platonic irony evident in the passage itself.
First, as commentators have observed, the reference at 235c must be understood in the light of allusions to the poetry of these two that follow in the
speeches of Socrates. Robin (1950, ad loc.) suggests that the praise is sincere
since Socrates is referring to the love poets as the source of ideas that will feature in his later second speech. De Vries (1969, 74-5) notes that although the
positive terms kalos and sophos can convey irony, they are used here ‘in a pregnant sense’ and supports Robin’s view that they foreshadow Socrates’ second
speech. De Vries holds that the authority of the poets is fully acknowledged
and moreover that the naming of Sappho is ‘spontaneous homage to the poetess who knew love’ (75).51 Fortenbaugh accepts this view and maintains that
the naming at 235c is more than a reference to love poetry in general (1966,
108):
The proper names ‘Sappho’ and ‘Anacreon’ have a particular significance and
are not a general reference to lyric love poets. These two names are introduced
to alert the reader that the poems of Sappho and Anacreon will play a role in
Socrates’ subsequent speeches. Indeed the primary and so far unnoticed purpose for naming these poets is to anticipate poetic reminiscences occurring in
Socrates’ two speeches.

51

Demos (1999, 68) also regards Socrates’ comment as a sincere point about poetic tradition
and authority.
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More recently, Foley has judged the mention of Sappho at Phaedrus 235c as
‘pointed’ in line with her reading that Sappho serves ‘in some critical respects’
as the ‘mother’ of Socrates’ argument in his second speech on love.52 Second,
Platonic irony can be detected as the image of streams is designed to raise the
issue of poetic inspiration directly before a set of speeches which will themselves draw increasingly heavily on lyric discourse. The image seems to be
humorous, since inspiration is evidently more than a matter of being mechanically and passively ‘filled up’ with ideas.53 The passage seems to pose challenging questions: so how does inspiration work? How do traditional poetic
ideas influence current understandings of love? Is there any wisdom in the ancient sources? Moreover, the passage also seems to have a self-reflexive function.
On the identity of the ‘prose writers’ at 235c Rowe observes that although this
reference ‘naturally follows’ that to poets, there may be another meaning
(1986, 151): ‘where else would “Socrates” get his ideas from, if not from a
prose-writer (i.e. Plato)? A deliberate wink at the reader?’ I think that Rowe is
right to see Plato pointing up his own authorship here and I take the move as
part of one of the chief games54 of the Phaedrus: the attribution of speeches to
various authors. Waterfield55 notes that while Phaedrus recites Lysias, Socrates
cites Sappho and Anacreon and identifies Phaedrus, the Muses, the nymphs
and even Stesichorus as the authors of his speeches. Through this multiple attribution Plato is ultimately prompting us to consider his own role as author
and at 235c as well as wryly hinting at his character’s reliance on him may also
be making, through the subtext, a serious point about his own intellectual
debts. Since the praise of Sappho and Anacreon is supported by positive reminiscences of their poetry elsewhere in the dialogue, this forces a reading that is
non-ironic in relation to Plato himself. The point would seem to be that Plato
52
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Foley (1998, 40) takes the phrase ‘mother of the argument’ from Maximus of Tyre’s essay
on Socratic Love in which he argues that Socrates’ erotic logoi were not original to him
but far older (Oration 18.7): ‘But whether the mother of the theory [≤ toË lÒgou mÆthr] was
a Mantinean or a Lesbian, it is at any rate quite clear that Socrates’ discussions of Love
are not unique to him [oÈk ‡dioi] and do not begin with him either [oÈd¢ pr≈tou].’ (tr.
Trapp (1977) 165-6). Foley (1998, 42) also considers the question of the irony or sincerity
of 235c.
See duBois (1995) 85-6 on the image of the vessel at 235d: ‘This little joke both recapitulates Socrates’ critique of poetry in the Ion, that poets know nothing but are simply conduits of divine inspiration, and takes a gentle swipe at Phaedrus himself, who has only
Lysias’ discourse, nothing of his own to say about love.’ See also Nightingale (1995) 1357: ‘Socrates is engaging in a sort of ironic mimicry’; and Foley (1998) 44.
On the playful elements, see Mackenzie 1982.
Waterfield (2002) 84 on 242d.
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by having Socrates mock the idea that he might have learnt anything useful
from the poets is actually raising the possibility – in a playful manner56 – that
he, as author, has. On this reading, the author, in a moment of Platonic irony,
uses his principal character’s reactions to the poets as a means of highlighting
his own position as inheritor of a poetic as well as philosophical tradition.57
And while Socrates has pointedly forgotten his source, Plato explicitly recalls
two of those who have influenced him. Further, the unusual inclusiveness of
the mention at the start of the passage of both wise ‘men and women’ of antiquity (237b7, palaio‹ går ka‹ sofo‹ êndrew te ka‹ guna›kew) seems a careful
preparation for the naming of Sappho alongside Anacreon.58 My conclusion on
235c is that the praise of Sappho and Anacreon is both ironic (from Socrates)
and non-ironic (from Plato) and that the praise for the poets is revealed as sincere when Plato later uses particular insights of the poets. I maintain that Plato
pays sincere tribute to Sappho and Anacreon in order to mark their success in
capturing and expressing the force of love.
Sappho and Anacreon in Phaedrus: the force of love
In Phaedrus the various speeches on love share the view of eros as holding and
exercising power upon the lover, a conception shaped by the Greek poetic tradition and in particular by lyric. The force of love is a constant theme of this
genre, expressed in direct language of power, in graphic images of physical
impact and through the theme of the lover’s madness.59 Plato uses Sappho and
Anacreon as representatives of the lyric genre but also alludes to their particular portrayals of the force of love. In poem 1 Sappho entreats the goddess
of love not to ‘overpower’ her heart (lines 3-4): mÆ m' . . . dãmna, / pÒtnia, yËmon
and again uses the verb damnãv for Aphrodite’s power at 102 (pÒyƒ dãmeisa).
Anacreon similarly uses for Eros the title ‘subduer’– damãlhw ÖErvw (357) and
speaks of the lover seeking an escape 346 fr. 4, line 4, §kfug∆n ÖErvta, and 400,
ÖErvta feÊgvn. At 505 (d) Anacreon hails Eros’ power over gods and men
(lines 4-5): ˜de ka‹ ye«n dunastÆw, / ˜de ka‹ brotoÁw damãzei. Sappho uses the
theme of madness when she speaks (poem 1, 18) of her ‘maddened heart’
56
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The playfulness evident in 235c accords with Hinds’ view on allusive methods, since he
regards the setting up of allusions as involving ‘teasing play between revelation and concealment’ (1998, 23).
On this apparent self-reflexivity, see further Pender 2007.
See Foley (1998) 54: ‘the mention of women (see also Meno 81a) is initially striking in a
Greek context.’
Pender 2007 traces the allusions in Phdr. to Sappho and Anacreon and to other lyric poets
– Stesichorus, Alcaeus, Theognis and Ibycus. From a close reading of the evidence I argue
that Plato uses the lyric vision of the force of love as the departure point for his account of
the uneasy balance between mania and self-control in the soul of the lover.
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(mainÒl& yÊmƒ), while Anacreon gives succinct expression to the lover’s plight
(359): KleoboÊlou m¢n ¶gvg' §r°v,/ KleoboÊlƒ d' §pima¤nomai, / KleÒboulon d¢
diosk°v. In Phaedrus Socrates echoes the lyric poets as he speaks of eros as an
inner ruler (237d-238c), using a number of political metaphors: êrxonte; kratoËsa; turanneÊsasa; and dunasteuoÊshw. Equally, towards the end of the dialogue (265c2) Socrates uses lyric language when he refers to the god of love as
‘my master and yours’ (tÚn §mÒn te ka‹ sÚn despÒthn). The theme of madness
begins in Phaedrus in the prologue with Socrates’ characterisation of himself as
‘sick’ and ‘frenzied with passion’ for hearing speeches (228b6-7). The portrayal
of love itself as madness underlies Lysias’ speech in its terminology of ‘sickness’ and ‘being out of one’s mind’ (231d2-3, nose›n … kak«w fronoËsin), but
the mania of love first appears in Socrates’ opening speech (240d1, ÍpÉ énãgkhw
te ka‹ o‡strou §laÊnetai; 241a3-4, noËn ka‹ svfrosÊnhn éntÉ ¶rvtow ka‹ man¤aw).
Love-as-madness is then foregrounded at the start of Socrates’ second speech
(244a5, ma¤netai) and thereafter given full expression.
It is in Socrates’ second speech that Plato alludes specifically to Sappho and
Anacreon when he echoes particular poetic lines on the impact and dynamics
of love. Plato’s allusion at 251a to Sappho 31 (phainetai moi) is well known.
Here the man who has recently seen the vision of the Forms (értitelÆw) reacts
strongly to the sight of beauty on earth. As a result he undergoes a series of
bewildering changes. First he is afraid (251a4) ‘he shudders and experiences
something of the fears he had before’ (¶frije . . . deimãtvn).60 The verb fr¤ssv
denotes the sensation experienced in ‘goosebumps’, capturing both the effect
of cold (‘to shiver’) and the effect of fear (‘to shudder’). A sudden and extreme
change (metabolÆ) follows as this chill gives way to fever (251a7-b2): fidÒnta d'
aÈtÚn oÂon §k t∞w fr¤khw metabolÆ te ka‹ fldr∆w ka‹ yermÒthw éÆyhw lambãnei. The
allusion here is to Sappho’s description of the lover overcome by the sight of
her beautiful beloved. Page duBois (1995, 66, 85-7) speaks of the ‘remarkable
similarities between descriptions of erotic suffering in Plato’s prose and Sappho’s verse’ and rightly notes four points of correspondence between 251a and
Sappho 31: trembling; cold sweat; the gaze; and the ‘flame beneath the flesh’
(1985, 100).61 Ferrari observes that the experience of Plato’s lover (1987, 153-4)
‘has been compared to that of the feverish lover who speaks Sappho’s famous
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‘Before’ (tÒte) is a reference to the period prior to incarnation when the soul was able to
view the Forms directly.
DuBois (1995, 87) discusses the alternating experiences of the soul in this passage. Calame
(1999, 188-9) notes the influence in Phdr. of traditional Greek views on the ‘physiology of
desire’. See esp. 189: ‘The philosopher takes over the processes of the traditional physiology of love-in-the-Greek-fashion and incorporates them into his metaphysics.’
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poem’.62 Price notes the parallel in passing (1989, 36) and Nightingale in her
more extended treatment of Plato’s use of lyric in Phaedrus (1995, 133-71) sees
this poem as the ‘most obvious incursion’ of the genre (158). Foley (1998, 46)
discusses the allusion briefly and adds that Plato’s audience was likely to have
been alert to the similarity between the two texts.
Critics have also noted in Socrates’ second speech specific allusions to Anacreon. Fortenbaugh (1966, 109) identifies Plato’s image of charioteer and
horses at 246a as an allusion to Anacreon’s ‘Thracian filly’ poem (417), noting
‘Plato uses a metaphor of driving horses to illustrate the phenomenon of conflicting desires.’ In Anacreon 417 a power-struggle is implicit as the lover observes the natural force of the Thracian filly and responds with his claim that
his own expertise in charioteering would be enough to impose control on the
animal (Anacreon 417):
p«le Yr˙k¤h, t¤ dÆ me / lojÚn ˆmmasi bl°pousa
nhl°vw feÊgeiw, doke›w d° / m' oÈd¢n efid°nai sofÒn;
‡syi toi, kal«w m¢n ên toi / tÚn xalinÚn §mbãloimi,
≤n¤aw d' ¶xvn str°foim¤ / s' émf‹ t°rmata drÒmou:
nËn d¢ leim«nãw te bÒskeai / koËfã te skirt«sa pa¤zeiw,
dejiÚn går flppope¤rhn / oÈk ¶xeiw §pembãthn.
Thracian filly, why do you look at me from the corner of your eye and flee
stubbornly from me, supposing that I have no skill? Let me tell you, I could
neatly put the bridle on you and with the reins in my hand wheel you round
the turnpost of the racecourse; instead, you graze in the meadows and frisk
and frolic lightly, since you have no skilled horseman to ride you. (tr. Campbell)

As a ‘skilled horseman’ in command of the ‘bridle’ and ‘reins’, the would-be
lover is confident of his ability to exert control. The natural and untamed energy of the horse is evident in its playful ‘frisking’ or ‘bounding’ in the
meadow: skirt«sa. It is clear that Plato does indeed allude to this poem when
he speaks of the horses of the soul (246a and 253c7-256e2), of the charioteer’s
attempts to control them with ‘reins’ and ‘bridle’ (tåw ≤n¤aw 254c1; toË xalinoË
254c6; tÚn xalinÒn 254d7 and 254e3) and of the ‘frisking’ of the bad horse
(skirt«n 254a4). Fortenbaugh has concluded on the allusion (1966, 109): ‘The
62

When Ferrari notes on this allusion (1987, 154 n. 19): ‘as seen by Fortenbaugh 1966’, he is
confused, since Fortenbaugh is concerned only with Sapphic influence on Socrates’ first
speech. But the allusion had indeed been seen by duBois in 1985. For Ferrari the main
significance of the comparison lies in Plato’s displacement of the symptoms of the lover
from body to soul (154). Ferrari (107, n. 25) further compares Phdr. 252b1 and its idea that
the beloved can cure the lover’s sickness with the alleviation of suffering in Sappho 31.
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uncommon word skirtãv, which occurs in both authors, suggests borrowing.
Plato is the only prose writer cited by LSJ to use the word, so that we may
suspect a conscious lifting from Anacreon’s vocabulary.’63 DuBois (1985, 44)
also notes the parallel with the Thracian filly and compares a further Anacreontic verse (346 fr. 1, line 4ff.):
ka¤ se doke› m¢n §[n dÒ]moisi[n / pukin«w ¶xousa [mÆthr
étitãllein: s[ .] . . . / tåw Íakin[y¤naw ér]oÊraw
·]na KÊpriw §k lepãdnvn / . . . a[w k]at°dhsen ·ppouw:
. . . ]dÉ §n m°svi kat∞ijaw / . . . vi diÉ ëssa pollo‹
pol]iht°vn fr°naw §pto°atai.
and (your mother) thinks that she tends you (at home), keeping a firm hold on
you; (but you escaped to?) the fields of hyacinth, where Cyprian Aphrodite
tied her (lovely?) horses freed from the yoke; and you darted down in the
midst of the (throng?), so that many of the citizens have found their hearts
fluttering. (tr. Campbell)

On this parallel she comments: ‘Horses often connote the exciting of desire, the
will to tame an unbroken filly (Anacreon 84 [417]), or the indomitable will itself, as in Plato’s representation of the charioteer of the Phaedrus (246a).’ Ferrari (1987, 265, n. 21) observes, albeit briefly, Anacreon’s influence on Plato’s
tripartite image of charioteer and horses through a further poem – Anacreon
360:
Œ pa› pary°nion bl°pvn / d¤zhma¤ se, sÁ dÉ oÈ koe›w,
oÈk efid∆w ˜ti t∞w §m∞w / cux∞w ≤nioxeÊeiw.
Boy with the girlish glance, I seek you, but you do not notice, not knowing
that you hold the reins of my soul. (tr. Campbell)

Speaking of Plato’s use of ‘snatches’ from Sappho and Anacreon Ferrari comments on the Anacreontic parallel: ‘Where the latter declares a beautiful boy to
be the ‘charioteer’ of his soul (Anacreon 360, Page), Socrates describes the effects of the boy’s beauty within the lover’s soul in terms of an allegorical
charioteer (253c7 sq).’ Nightingale makes the same connection (1995, 158,
n. 51): ‘Note, too, that Plato’s depiction of the tripartite soul echoes Anacreon’s
address to a boy whom he calls the “charioteer of my heart”.’

63

The verb also occurs, within similar equestrian imagery for erotic arousal, at Theognis
1249: Pa› sÁ m¢n aÎtvw ·ppƒ §pe‹ skirt«n §kor°syhw / aÔyiw §p‹ staymoÁw ≥luyew ≤met°rouw /
≤n¤oxÒn te poy«n égayÚn leim«na te kalÚn / krÆnhn te cuxrØn êlseã te skierã (Edmonds, ed.
1931).
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Anacreon’s equestrian imagery interacts closely with the motif of the seduction meadow in poems 346 and 417, where horses appear as an element of the
erotic landscape. The same interaction is also evident in Sappho 2 (line 9:
le¤mvn fippÒbotow).64 Thus when horses are introduced at Phaedrus 246a the motif can be read as a deferred completion of the erotic meadow established in
the prologue. The equestrian imagery provides Plato with an established erotic
vocabulary that can be adapted to express also the impact of love on the dynamics of soul.65
Plato’s alternative love story
Plato alludes to the poetry of Sappho and Anacreon in order to acknowledge
the value of their insights on the shock of love. Both poets present graphic depictions of the force of eros impacting upon the passive lover. But Plato confronts this tradition with his exposition of what needs to happen after the initial impact. In Plato’s alternative vision the soul is a highly mobile and active
set of powers. When love strikes, Plato’s lover is stunned but there follows a
dynamic and forceful response from within.66 For Plato the mania of love that
unbalances the lover impacts upon all three parts of the soul. But he explains
how the philosophical-lover, rather than simply withstanding this force, can
actually channel its impact through the different parts of soul in order to support the effort of recollection. This act of rebalancing is achieved by redirecting
the energy of the lower part of the soul away from its own object of desire and
towards that of reason, through the decision to forego satisfaction of the
physical desires. In this way reason receives from the mania of eros67 an added
energy and stimulus in its quest to reunite with its own beloved, the Forms.68
Within the imagery of tripartition Plato depicts eros from the differing points
of view of bad horse (appetites) and charioteer (reason). He shows how the
64
65
66
67

68

See also Theognis 1251: ≤n¤oxÒn te poy«n égayÚn / leim«na te kalÚn (Edmonds, ed. 1931).
On the power relations of the charioteer image, see Pender (2000) 219-23.
See Pender 2007 for a more detailed account of the transfer of powers within the lover’s
soul.
The philosophical-lover does not cease to feel the mania of desire. Rather, remaining in a
state of ‘divine possession’ (¶nyeon, 255b6) he develops a way of experiencing the madness and its benefits without losing control over his appetites. Nussbaum (1986, 203-23)
offers a powerful analysis of the relation between mania and reason, showing how madness benefits reason by stirring its erotic memory for the Forms and thus its impulse to
make contact with the divine.
See Phdr. 250a-e for the erotic attraction of reason to the Forms (§kplÆttontai 250a6; pÒyƒ
250c7; deinoÁw . . . ¶rvtaw 250d4-5; §rasmi≈taton 250e1). On this alternative love story of the
Forms, see Pender 2007.
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charioteer can assert control over the physical desires of the bad horse through
repeated training and subjection (253e-256e). The bad horse’s innate response
to the sight of the beloved boy is to ‘spring forward’ towards him, with the energy of Anacreon’s filly (254a4): skirt«n d¢ b¤& f°retai. But once the horse has
been ‘humbled’ by the power of the charioteer, it reacts to the sight of the beloved by ‘nearly dying with fright’ (254e7-8): ˜tan ‡d˙ tÚn kalÒn, fÒbƒ diÒllutai. Thus the bad horse now shares the lover’s stricken reaction of Sappho 31:
teynãkhn dÉ Ùl‹gv. While the bad horse is suffering in this way the charioteer
can more easily control it and thus gains an extra impetus for his own erotic
activities. In this passage Plato is transposing the erotic subjection from the
lyric lover to the appetites-as-lover, whilst showing how reason can benefit.
The exchange of powers and interaction of imagery is artful. Anacreon’s lover
in 417 would like to engage in sex with the ‘filly’ and so impose a form of
control on its natural energy. Plato’s bad horse feels this same urge for sex but
accepts restraint as a result of its training by reason. Similarly, whereas in
Anacreon 360 the boy is the ‘charioteer’ of the lover’s soul, Plato’s philosophical lover regains his self-control through the exertions of his own inner
charioteer. In contrast, then, to Anacreon, a Platonic lover would not wish to
subject the ‘Thracian filly’ to his control because the bad horse in his own soul
would already be subjected.
The re-direction of erotic energy is at the centre of Plato’s thoughts on love. In
telling this new story Plato appropriates and reshapes traditional understandings of love’s energy and vitality. It is therefore apt that he should place
his account of the soul’s horses within a context of flowing streams and the
lush growth of plants
Streams and plants
In key passages of the myth (251a-252a and 255b-d) Plato connects his portrayal of the soul in love with the erotic meadow of the prologue by employing
the language of streams and organic growth to explain the impact of beauty on
the three parts of the soul
As Plato describes the lover at 251a-b suffering the impact of the sight of his
beloved, he uses Sappho’s image of erotic heat (fldr∆w ka‹ yermÒthw) and goes
further by specifying a particular source of that heat: the ‘warming’ stream of
beauty flowing into the lover’s soul through his eyes (251b1-2): dejãmenow går
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toË kãllouw tØn éporroØn diå t«n Ùmmãtvn §yermãnyh.69 The image of the stream
entering the soul is continued at 251 in verbs which further reinforce the image
of water: the whole soul ‘boils’ (ze› 251c1 and c4) and ‘gushes forth, bubbles
up’ (énakhk¤ei 251c1). Despite the irritation and discomfort, the entry of the
stream of beauty is beneficial for the soul since it is by this means that the
feathers of the lover’s soul are ‘watered’ (251b2-3, √ ≤ toË pteroË fÊsiw êrdetai),
which thus allows its wings to regrow (251b-d; 255d).70 The water imagery
continues at 251e3 where at the sight of beauty the lover’s soul is again able to
‘channel desire’ into itself: fidoËsa de ka‹ §poxeteusam°nh ·meron.71 As beauty
enters the soul, the effect of its warming moisture is to allow growth, for now
the feathers of the soul are spoken of as plants (251b5–6, blastãnein; épÚ t∞w
=¤zhw). Lebeck has explained very well the interaction of plant and physiological imagery in this rich passage.72 Water and plants are here combined in
an effective image of natural growth.
Under the stimulus of eros at 251b the parched soul, now watered, springs
forth with new shoots. Earlier in the myth the very same erotic effect was represented through the idea of Beauty as a shining light (250b5-6, kãllow d¢ tÒt'
Σn fide›n lamprÒn). This conjunction of light, water and plant growth for the effect of beauty on the lover further echoes Sappho’s verses. Sappho uses the
light image for beauty in poem 16 where the lover remembers ‘the bright
sparkle’ of Anactoria’s face (line 18, kémãruxma lãmpron . . . pros≈pv) and in 34
where again a girl is compared to the ‘lovely’ shining moon (kãlan selãnnan / .
. . ˆppota plÆyoisa mãlista lãmph / gçn).73 In Sappho 96 the absent beloved’s
beauty is similarly likened to the moonlight that extends over the sea and
fields (8-10, é brododãktulow selãnna / pãnta perr°xoiw' êstra: fãow d' §p¤69

70
71
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See also 251c8 yerma¤nhtai and 253e6 diayermÆnaw tØn cuxÆn. The stream of beauty is also
featured at 255c5–7 in the description of the beloved’s experience of anteros: oÏtv tÚ toË
kãllouw =eËma pãlin efiw tÚn kalÚn diå t«n Ùmmãtvn fiÒn, ¬ p°fuken §p‹ tØn cuxØn fi°nai.
The wings of the soul represent its rationality and perfection. See Pender (2000) 155-62.
Empedoclean ideas of ‘effluences’ within vision seem to be active in this image of the
stream (see e.g. Rowe (1986) 184). Although my concern is with lyric, such philosophical
poetry is also an important part of the literary background to the Phdr., as are other poetic
genres such as epic and epinician. Prose writings are also clearly significant in its critique
of literature at large. See Nightingale 1995 for an illuminating account of the interaction
between different literary genres in Phdr.
Lebeck (1972), esp. 273-5. Further, Lebeck (1972, 273), Nussbaum (1986, 217), Ferrari
(1987, 154-7) and Nightingale (1995, 160) are all alert to the sexual connotations of various
aspects of the plant and other images in this passage. Note also that in lyric the beloved’s
beauty is often conveyed through the beauty of the natural world, e.g. Sappho 94 and
132; Archilochus 25; Anacreon 414.
The more fragmentary poem 4 also uses shining within what seems to be a description of
a beloved’s face (éntilãmphn . . . prÒsvpon).
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/sxei). In poem 96 the light is then associated with water through the idea of
the night-time dew. The moon is said to send the dew ‘which is shed in
beauty’ (12, kãla k°xutai). The final effect of the moon (or the girl’s beauty) is
that through its dew it allows the flowers to bloom (96, 12-14):
é d' §°rsa kãla k°xutai, teyã- / laisi d¢ brÒda kêpal' ê n - / yruska ka‹
mel¤lvtow ényem≈dhw:
the dew is shed in beauty, and roses bloom and tender chervil and flowery
melilot. (tr. Campbell)

In Phaedrus the influence of beauty similarly waters the soul’s wings, which
then like a plant are able to grow. In Sappho 112 the same verb (k°xutai, ‘is
shed, poured’) is used for the effect of love itself as eros is described as ‘poured
over a lovely face’: ¶row d' §p' fim°rtƒ k°xutai pros≈pƒ. This language of ‘pouring’ features in Phaedrus as the philosophical lovers are compared to Bacchants
who ‘draw’ from Zeus and ‘pour the draught over the soul of their loved one’
(tr. Rowe) (253a6-7, érÊtvsin, Àsper afl bãkxai, §p‹ tØn toË §rvm°nou cuxØn
§pantloËntew). This ‘pouring’ is part of the lovers’ attempts to make their beloveds’ souls more like the gods.74 The interacting images of light, water and
growth in Sappho 96 provide a poetic antecedent for Plato’s intricate depiction
of the stirrings and motives of erotic desire.75 Since the entry of the ‘stream of
beauty’ represents a moment within the process of recollecting the Forms, the
intellectual act is thus aligned with the emotional response to the beloved’s
beauty through terms already familiar from lyric poetry. By transposing the
language of water and lush growth from the outer landscape of the Ilissus to
the inner workings of the soul, Plato reanimates established erotic imagery in a
move that both draws on tradition and ultimately subverts it.76
Thus Plato incorporates into his new love story particular vocabulary and motifs from the lyric poetry of Sappho and Anacreon, allusions that are prefaced
with an explicit naming of the poets at 235c. The naming itself is carefully interwoven with the dominant theme of the prelude meadow through the image
of ‘streams from elsewhere’. As Socrates has received these streams of influence from earlier sources, the soul will, in the myth, receive the stream of
74
75
76

Lebeck (1972, 278) observes the parallel within the Phdr. myth between the lovers as Bacchants and the stream of beauty.
See Steiner (1986) 47 on Pindar’s images involving both water and light for poetry’s powers, esp. Nem. 7. 11f.
Lebeck (1972, 280) notes how the prologue is intimately connected with the imagery of
the myth: ‘the setting introduces elements used later to describe love’s symptoms and the
soul’s regrowth of wings: heat, flowing liquid and vegetation.’
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Beauty. In this way the motif of streams interlaces the dramatic context of the
dialogue, the citing of Sappho and Anacreon as influences and the actual allusions to their poetry in Socrates’ second speech. The Ilissus meadow works
throughout as a situational allusion to lyric poetry at large and provides an
overarching theme within which Plato can harmonise Anacreon’s equestrian
imagery (246aff.) and Sappho’s depiction of the stunned lover (251a). The
point of the allusions to their poetry is to support the presentation of the tripartite soul as both passive and active within the erotic experience. That the
motif of the stream is important for interpreting the speeches on love is confirmed at the close of the work where the Ilissus is referenced as (278b9): tÚ
Numf«n nçmã te ka‹ mouse›on (‘the stream of the Nymphs and the sacred place
of the Muses’). This echo of 235c through its use of the same noun (namãtvn)
provides a ring-composition for the whole piece.
Finally, the image of streams, alongside the related image of plant growth, is
itself an established way of speaking about creative inspiration. The Ion shows
that the language of flowing streams was standard for the possession of the
poets. Here the lyric poets are likened to Bacchants who draw from the rivers
when inspired. In Sappho the conjunction of water and plant growth is used
for the stimulating erotic effects of beauty, an idea echoed in Phaedrus in various images including the stream of beauty and the lovers who ‘pour’ divine
water over the souls of their beloveds. In this latter image Plato connects the
motifs of ‘stream-as-inspiration’ and ‘stream-as-effect-of-beauty’ when he likens his lovers to Bacchants drawing water from Zeus (253a-b): érÊtvsin, Àsper
afl bãkxai, using the same image as that in Ion for the lyric poets (534a4-5):
Àsper afl bãkxai érÊontai §k t«n potam«n. I would argue that, despite the evident
irony of the Ion passage, the use of the same imagery in the Phaedrus is part of
a more open exploration of creative inspiration and its effects. Further, since
the stream imagery is used explicitly for poetic influence itself at 235c, I read
the Ilissus theme as self-reflexive, indicating the author’s awareness of both his
debts to the literary past and his own creativity.77
Conclusion
In Timaeus and Phaedrus Plato alludes to the poets and draws attention to his
use of their material. In each case Plato competes with the poetic tradition and
offers an alternative account to correct the poetic visions. Nevertheless, in con77

The related lyric image of plants and vegetal growth is also used for creativity in the final
part of the Phdr. itself, where in an extended simile (276b-277a) dialectic is likened to sowing seeds that will either fail or prosper depending on the method of cultivation. Steiner (1986, 97-8) discusses Pindaric plant imagery for poetic creativity.
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structing his own narratives of creation and love, Plato draws on poetic vocabulary and motifs and, in his naming of the poets, seems concerned to mark
his debts to epic and lyric tradition. His sureness of touch as an artist is evident
in the skilful composition of these allusions. In both dialogues the allusions are
prefaced by introductory remarks where particular motifs – genealogies and
streams – signal the actual poetic material that Plato will recall. Further, Plato
uses these motifs to highlight his own poetic inheritance: Timaeus is presented
as part of a family line reaching back to Hesiod; while Phaedrus is situated appropriately to receive the influence of Sappho and Anacreon. However, when
set against Plato’s deliberate rewriting of the poets’ stories, these self-reflexive
allusions become a teasing means of marking the author’s original, and inspired, contribution to the Greek literary tradition.
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